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Operating Precautions
This manual contains safety alert symbols and safety precaution messages to prevent injuries of the operator
or damages to property.

◎ Indications

Warning

This indicates that there is a possibility of serious injury, death, or fire may occur if
the instructions are not followed.

Caution

This indicates there is a chance of personal injury or damage to property if the
instructions are not followed.

◎ Symbols indicating type of danger and preventive measures
Prohibited action or operation.

Do not disassemble, modify or repair.

Do not touch with wet hands.

This indicates to stop operations.

Unplug power supply from wall outlet.

General caution.
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Warning
Do not disassemble the AC adapter as there is a risk of electric shock, fire or malfunction.
Do not damage, alter or change the power cord. Do not place heavy objects on the cord. Do not
pull hard on the cord or twist the cord as it could be damaged, thereby causing a risk of fire or
electric shock.
Do not handle the AC adapter with wet hands as it could cause an electric shock.
When using an outlet with AC 100~240V, do not overload the electrical circuit. Do not modify
or remodel this machine as this may cause a fire or electric shock.
Do not operate this machine near flammable liquids, gasses or materials as there could be a risk
of fire or explosion.
Do not use greases other than our recommended grease as it may result in a malfunction.
Stop operating the machine and unplug the AC adapter from the wall outlet when you detect
overheating, smoke, a pungent odor or any other unusual condition, as there may be a risk of
fire or electric shock. Contact the dealer, from which you purchased the machine, and have it
examined and repaired.
In the case of a thunderstorm, stop operating the machine! Turn off the power and unplug the
AC adapter from the wall outlet. If there is lightning and thunder nearby, move away from the
machine and do not touch it or the AC adapter. After the thunder stops, and when it is safe to
do do so, check the machine. If there is any abnormality, contact your dealer.
When performing maintenance, changing parts or when you sense an abnormality in the
machine, turn the power off and pull the AC adapter from the wall outlet.
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Caution
Use only the AC adapter supplied with this machine otherwise it may result in a fire or electric
shock.
Do not install this machine in an unstable location otherwise it may fall causing damage or
injury.

Always operate the machine with the upper cover in place, otherwise it may result in injury.

Do not allow any foreign material to enter the machine while in operation. Do not put your
fingers into the machine, while in operation, otherwise it may result in injuries.

Do not operate this machine in overly humid or dusty conditions. Keep the plug and socket
clean at all times otherwise it may cause a fire or electric shock.
When moving the machine, always disconnect the AC adapter from the wall outlet or it may
result in damage to the cord or cause a fire or electric shock.
Turn off the machine and unplug the AC adapter from the wall if the machine is not in operation
for any extended period of time.
Do not operate the machine with tension on the AC adapter cord. Keep the cord loose and
untangled.
Do not bend, alter or damage the rail. Do not apply any oil. It is recommended that the operator
clean the rail periodically.
Do not use screws that are outside of the specified range or screws that are with fabricant or
dirty.
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Installation
1. Installing the feeder
This feeder is designed with the back higher than the front in order to deliver screws smoothly. Please
install the feeder on a level surface.
CAUTION: Actual installation or placement of the screw feeder may, sometimes, alter the rail
vibration and disturb the screw delivery. If so, please check and adjust the rail vibration.
For optimum operation, the feeder should be installed as near as possible to the robot. The delivery
tube shall be as short as possible, and thus reducing the delivery time.

2. Installing the sliding unit
2-1 Setting up the Robot Z axis and installing the slider unit.
CAUTION: When installing the sliding unit, please consider the following points carefully:
Set the Robot Z axis height by considering the retreat position, the screw handover position and the
screw tightening position.
Upper limit position: Upward limit of movement on the Robot Z axis.
Retreat position: The point where the robot retreats in Z axis direction after the robot receives a screw.
Consider the length of the screw.
Screw pick-up position: The point where the robot receives a screw.
Screw fastening position: The point on the work surface where the robot tightens a screw.
Lower limit position: Downward limit of movement on the Robot Z axis.
Upper limit

Retreat position

Screw pick-up

Screw fastening

Lower limit

Screw
delivery unit

Over 25mm

The work surface, where the screws are tightened, must be 25mm or more below the extraction
point of the sliding unit.
The set-up of the retreat, pick-up and screw fastening positions must be within the upper and lower limits .
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2.2 Sliding unit installation
Install the sliding unit on the Robot Z axis.
To explain the installation, the illustrations here is shown
with an example of a Janome-brand robot system.

Sliding Unit Assembly

Fastening
holes

Sliding unit base

(1) Installing the sliding unit base
Detach the Z-axis movement of the robot.
Position the sliding unit base on the Robot Z axis stay.
Fix the Robot Z axis through the sliding unit base, to the Robot Z axis stay, with screws.
Use the screws provided to fasten the Z-axis movement again.
Installation of the Robot Z-axis movement requires screws 10mm longer than original screws,
as it is installed through the sliding unit base.

Positioning screws
Z-axis movement()

Z-axis holder (of

Robot

robot system)

holder

Z-axis

Sliding unit base
installed
Installation

base

for

sliding unit

(2) Installing the screwdriver
Please install a compatible screwdriver with screws to be used for your application.
Set up the torque for the driver to suit the screws to be used.
Set up the height of the mouthpiece. Adjust the distance properly between the bit edge and height of the
mouthpiece.
Please double check the height of the mouthpiece before installing the sliding unit, as the sliding
unit position and adjustment are based on the position of the mouthpiece.
When changing the height of the mouthpiece, you must change the height of the sliding unit or the height
of movement to pick up screws on the Robot’s Z axis movement unit.
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(3)Installing the sliding unit

Sliding unit assembly

1. Move the Robot Z axis to the point where screws
are delivered. From this height, the robot will pick
up screws from the sliding unit.

Sliding unit

2. Set the gap, between the bottom of the
mouthpiece and the screw exit of sliding unit, to
be 0.2mm~0.5mm.
The sliding base unit has two mounting holes. After,
roughly, positioning the unit, use the Z screws for a
temporary adjustment.

0.2～0.5mm

3. Line up the center of the screw exit and the driver.
Adjust with the sliding unit installation screws and Z
adjustment screws.

Sliding unit base

Driver-bit
mousepiece

4. Finally, adjust the height of the bottom of the
mouthpiece and the screw exit for the proper
operating gap.

Screw exit

Sliding unit base
Height adjustment
screws

Sliding unit position
screws
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3. Connection utility sources
1. Power connection
Please connect the adapter cable to the
connector as shown on right.
Air in/out

2. Air supply connection
Please use plastic tubes of outer diameter
φ6mm to connect to the air regulator.
Please set the pressure to 0.5MPa.
Lift the cap of the air regulator (upwards), and
the lock will be released. After settings is done,
fasten the cap down again to lock the regulator.

Power supply
connection

4. Connecting signal cable and air tubes
Please connect the following cables and air interconnections to the back of the main
feeder unit.
ROBOT I/F cable
SLIDE I/F cable

Sliding unit air tube

Screw delivery tube
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Connect the SLIDE I/F cable, sliding unit airtube, screw delivery tube to the sliding units shown
below.
The binding of the cables shall be furnished so that they would not interfere with the
operation of the screw-driver or the sliding unit.
Please be aware when fastening the screw-delivery tube, since too strong the force of
binding or a over-tight bend may cause screws to be jammed inside the tube.
Screw delivery tube

Driver air tube

SLIDE I/F
cable

Screw delivery
tube

Sliding unit
air tube

Please make sure this tube does
not interfere with the sliding unit

Screw-driver cable and airtube
When in operation, this tube will
move up and down with the
driver, Therefore please separate
it from the screw delivery tube.
Tube
binding

Screw delivery tube
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Main Components
LED indicator lights
Top cover

Power switch
Display panel

Feeding activation switch

Frequency volume
Amplitude volume
Timer volume
Air regulator

Airtube connection
port for φ 6 tube

Adaptor jack
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Reversion unit

Rail sensors
Revers. cylinder

Screw-out
sensors

Air inlet connector

Screw exit

Back cover
Right holding plate

Left holding plate

Passage plate

Screw scraper
Brush

Rail
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Driver

Sliding unit

Cylinders

Retreat sens.
Screw outlet

Forward sens.

Screw inlet

U-turn block

Screw outlet
sensor
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Basic Operations
1. Supplying screws
- Please take out the upper cover, operate the power switch on and off so that the brush stops right
above the rail, as shown on right.
- At the first initialization of the machine, please place roughly equal amount of screws on both side of
the rail. Level of screws inserted shall be below lower edge of the rail.
- Please adjust the amount of screws accordingly, depending on the actual operating rate and
conditions of screw delivery flow.
For screws larger than 5mm in diameter or longer
than 20mm in length, please be cautious not to insert
too many screws.

[Caution]
- Depending on the screw shape and type, please adjust the amount of screw placed
into the feeder accordingly.
- Please be aware that more than designated amount of screws may cause machine
malfunction.
- This feeder unit is designed to be used for steel or ferrite-type screws. Screws of other
materials cannot be carried and delivered, therefore this unit would not be
applicable.
- Please do not insert more than one single type of screws into the feeder, as it may
cause machine malfunctions.

2. Switching on the power
- Please use the adapter attached with this unit and connect to a stable power source. After the switch is
turned ON, the switch light will be lit, and motor operation will start to carry up screws.
- Rail vibration will start to deliver screw to the front of the rail. After screws are delivered to the stopper,
vibration and motor operation will come to a stop.

Please DO NOT use adapters other than the one supplied with this machine.

3.Origin return function
After the power is turned on, there will be a automatic check of the cylinders at the retreat position as the
origin. If the origin position sensor does not turn on within 5 seconds after the power is initialized, an
error message will be displayed.
(In this case, please refer to descriptions on “ORG ERROR” in Error Message display section on Page 19
for trouble-shooting)
Ohtake Root Kogyo Co., Ltd.
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4. Main Operations
* Please refer to the Timing Chart in Section 5 with descriptions below.
1. Operating sequence after power initialized (Sequence I)
a. After a screw request signal is received from the robotic system (below referred to as ”Robot”),
the sliding unit will move to the Port position.
b. Air-pressurized delivery is activated.
c. Screw delivery to be checked at the PORT SENSOR.
d. In case where a screw has not been delivered, the reversion unit will operate again with
another air-pressurized delivery. (This re-activation of pressurization is only done as a part of
the power-up initialization.)
e. If screw delivery is confirmed by the PORT SENSOR signal, sequences below will follow. If a
delivery is not confirmed, an error will occur. (Please refer to “S NO SENS” in Error Messages)
f. After the screw is sent out, a ‘Screw delivered’ signal will be issued to the Robot.
g. After the ‘Screw request’ signal is OFF, step h. will follow.
h. Sliding unit will move back to the origin point (also called HP, Home Position in other
sections). At this point, the retreat sensor confirms position of the Sliding unit.
i. Reversion unit delivers another screw, ready for the next pressurized delivery.
j. Feeder sends out an ‘End of delivery’ signal to the Robot.
2. Operation sequence following Sequence I
a. After a screw request signal is received from the Robot, if the ‘Screw-ready’ signal is received
as ON from the feeder, the sliding unit will move to the Port position. At this time, forward
sensor on the cylinders confirms position of the Sliding unit.
As a screw request signal is received from the Robot, if the ‘Screw-ready’ signal is not sent
from the feeder within the set time frame, the machine status will be ‘WAIT ERROR’. Please
refer to Error Message Section for Trouble-shooting.
b. Air-pressurized delivery is activated.
c. Port sensor checks for screw delivery from the feeder. Screw delivery to be checked at the
PORT SENSOR.
d. If screw delivery is confirmed by the PORT SENSOR signal, sequences below will follow. If a
delivery is not confirmed, an error will occur.
e. After the screw is sent-out, a ‘Screw delivered’ signal will be issued to the Robot.
f. After the ‘Screw request’ signal is OFF, step g. will follow.
g. Sliding unit will move back to the origin point (also called HP, Home Position in other
sections). At this point, the retreat sensor confirms position of the Sliding unit.
h. Reversion unit delivers another screw, ready for the next pressurized delivery.
i. Feeder sends out an ‘End of delivery’ signal to the Robot.
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5. Timing chart ＆ Robot input/output signals
The Input/Output signal setting is usually set as Japanese customization upon shipping. In order to
switch to the European setting, please refer to following steps:

2. Unfasten the capped screws,

1. Detach the right-side body cover

and take out right-side cover

Capped screws
PC board cover-R

3. Switch the connector.

CN11 EU custom (PNP)
CN21 Japan custom(NPN)

- When pulling out cable connector, please be aware not to break off the cable.
- When installing the PC board cover, please be aware not to clamp the cable.
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<Sink Input/Output> Japan Specification
ROBOT

Initiation

ROBOT status

wait

Z-retreat

wait

Screw-fastening

high

Signal-Out

SCREW REQUEST
low

high

Signal-In

SCREW DETECT
low

high

Signal-In

ESCAPE END
low

FEEDER

front

SLIDE UNIT
back

press-start

SCREW-Send
press-stop

Screw OK

Port output
sensor

No screw

Robot-feeder input/output signals
Input signal (NPN)

Output signal (NPN)
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<Source Input/Output> EU Specification
ROBOT

Start-up

ROBOT Status

wait

Z-retreat

wait

Screw fastening

high

Signal-Out

SCREW REQUEST
low

high

Signal-In

SCREW DETECT
low

high

Signal-In

ESCAPE END
low

FEEDER

front

SLIDE UNIT
back

press-start

SCREW-Send
press-stop

Screw OK

Port output

Robot-feeder input/output signals
Input signal (PNP)

Output signal (PNP)
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Display / Notification
1.LED / Buzzer
LED
Error
Out of screws
Others

GREEN
OFF
ON
ON

RED
ON
ON
OFF

Buzzer
ON
ON
OFF

2.Status Display
Operation status of the feeder is displayed on the LCD panel on top of the unit.
1. Display from switch-on to Ready

Display of the software version
Origin finding

Ready for operation

2. Displays in operation mode
Ready for operation.
In operation.
Request for screw signal received from ROBOT
Ready for operation
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Trouble Shooting / Error messages
Please refer to following descriptions to clear out operation errors.

-- By shutting off the power and rebooting the machine, operation shall resume.
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Adjustment
1. Rail vibration adjustment
The rail vibration is designed to be adjustable with this feeder. The vibration setting is adjusted to
standard corresponding screws prior to shipment. After switching on the power and inserting the
screws, if the screws can smoothly carried and fall into the rails and be delivered at a reasonable rate,
there is no need to make further adjustment.
Depending on the screw shape and type, actual moving speed may be varied. If the screw delivery is
too slow, or if the vibration is too strong that screws are jumping vigorously while moving on the rail
and have trouble advancing, adjustment will be necessary.
1) Adjust the frequency volume located on the back of the machine (First from the top), with
attached plastic screw-driver. Please adjust it to where the rail is making the strongest vibration
(At the resonant frequency).
2) Adjust the amplitude volume (Second from the top), and adjust it so that screws are moving
smoothly forward.
- Please avoid setting the vibration too strong, as screws may jump out from the rail and
fall into the feeder, and cause machine malfunctions.
- When adjusting the volume, please use the screw-driver attached, and avoid using
excess force which may damage the component.
– When no screw is being delivered to the exit point after a period of time, the vibration will
increase in magnitude automatically to accelerate screw movement. After another time
frame, if the situation maintains, the machine operation will stop automatically.

Frequency adjustment volume
CW：Lower
CCW：Higher

Amplitude adjustment volume
CW: Weaker
CCW: Stronger
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2.Timer Adjustment
Depending on actual shape of screws, delivery speed may be varied. It is recommended to adjust the
timer setting longer for screws with a slower delivery rate; and a shorter timer setting for smaller
screws that move easily on the rail.
- The screw delivery and vibration of this machine is designed to continue until a screw is delivered,
and the vibration shall stop after a certain time frame after a screw is present. This time frame before
the vibration stop is set by this Timer volume. After the delivered screw is picked up, screw delivery
operation resumes.
- Screw presence is detected by optical sensors.
- The timer volume is shown as picture below (Third from the top)
- Turning the volume clockwise will make the timer shorter, and counter-clockwise will make it
longer.

Timer adjustment volume
CW：Shorter
CCW：Longer
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3. Adjustment of the air pressure
First detach the
acrylic plate.

Pressurizing
speed controller

If the air pressure is set more than necessary amount, the screw may bounce out from the
output port. Or, when the pressure is too low, the screw may not be delivered smoothly.
Please make fine adjustment according to actual conditions accordingly.
Adjustment is made with the acrylic panel removed.
When the feeder is in operation, pressure setting can be adjusted by turning the actuator control as
shown above. After the adjustment is done, please fasten the fixing nut firmly.
Clockwise: Less airflow
Counter Clockwise: More airflow
4. Speed adjustment of the reversion unit
When speed adjustment is necessary for the reversion unit, please detach the acrylic cover as shown,
and adjust the dial of the reversion unit cylinder as shown in picture below.
CAUTION: If the cylinder speed is set too fast, screw may jump out from the escaper unit.

After the adjustment is done, please fasten the fixing nut firmly and reinstall the acrylic cover.
CW：Less air/ slower
CCW：More air/ faster

Reversion
unit actuator
control
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5. Speed Adjustment of the sliding unit
Adjustment is to be made when the robot is at rest. Please be cautious of the
robot movement and the actual moving conditions.
To make adjustment to the cylinders speed, please adjust the controller dial on the side of the
sliding unit.
CW：Slower
CCW：Faster

6. Adjustment of the brush

Retreat

Forward

*Please make certain that the power is OFF when making adjustment to avoid personal injuries.

Put in screws to the feeder unit. Turn on and off the power switch to active the unit so that screws fall
into the rail.
By operating the power switch, adjust it so that the brush stops at the position as shown in photo.
Swing the brush by hand, and check if tip of the brush can touch top of the screws on rail lightly.
If the brush is too low or too high, it will affect the screws’ supply speed.
When adjustment is needed, loosen the height adj. screws as shown below on right.
If plastic part of the brush touched the metal passage plate above the rail, please adjust horizontal
position of the brush with the base holder screws.
- When adjustment is done, turn on the power and make sure that the brush is functioning effectively.
-

Using power switch to active the
brush, and make it stop at the
right hand side
Brush-base holder
screws
Height adj. screws

*Swing the brush by hand, and
check if tip of the brush can touch
top of the screws lightly; adjust the
height accordingly.
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7. Adjustment of the back-wall plate
Rail

Please be sure to turn OFF the main power
when making adjustment below.

Scraper

Fixing screws

- Please check that there’s roughly a 0.2mm-wide clearance between
the back-plate and the rail.
- Please adjust the plate so that it is not too low to affect
vibration of the rail, or too high so that screws became stuck within
the opening.
- When adjustment is necessary, please loosen the screws as shown
in photo to adjust the height of the plate.
8. Adjustment of the screw flow from rail to escaper.

Roughly 0.2mm between
bottom of plate to rail.

Please be sure to turn off the main power when making adjustment below.

8-1

Detaching the cover plates

Please detach all cover plates on all 4-sides as below.
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8-2 Screw-holding plate and height adjustment

Unfasten this screw, and use the

Holding plate

Space between holding

vertical adjusting screw to adjust

plate and screw shall be

Adjus. screw

the holding plate height.

roughly 0.5mm (approx.
1/8 inch)
Screw

Holding plate

8-3 Passage plate adjustment

The space between the
screw

passage

plate

and the screw shall be

Opening on both side

Loosen

these

screws

for

of the screw shall be

adjusting the passage plate.

even.

roughly 1 mm

Passage plate
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8-4．Escaper adjustment

Please confirm relative position of the disc escaper

Rail

Disc escaper

and rail ⇒Both of them shall be centered by the rail.
・Rail and upper edge of the disc escaper shall align
to the same height.
・ Please see diagram below for adjustment method
as necessary.

Horizontal orientation adj:
After loosening the screws,
align the disc escaper with
the center and upper side of
the rail.

Reversion unit
fixing

screws

x4
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Height adjustment:
The upper edge of the rail
and the escaper shall align,
after the vertical fastening
screws are installed. (As
shown on right)

8-5．Rail and Escaper adjustment
Remove the holding plate
temporary to check the
clearance opening between rail
and escaper.

Rail

holding

Hex-bolt

*Opening between rail and
escaper ⇒Approx. 0.5mm
Please adjust the position with
fastening screws shown on
right.

Holding
plate

adj.

screws
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9.Reversion unit and escaper delivery check
9-1. Checking the screw delivery from reversion unit
Turn the reversion unit by hand, and
check that screws can fall without
obstacles.
From the viewing window, check that
the screw is taken out by escaper disc
and falls out at the bottom, not
returning to the top. Confirm screw
delivered output location is correct.

Escaper
viewing
window

Manually move
the

slider

up

and down

If screws are being trapped within the
reversion unit, please refer to
following steps to dissemble the unit
for further adjustment.

Confirm
the

that

screw

is

being carried to
the bottom .

* Please confirm that the
stopper pin is traveling
between

the

stopper

plates, and rests at the
correct position.
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9-2. Instructions for disassembly of the reversion unit
Take out the fastening screws as shown below, and dissemble the reversion unit.
Reversing unit

Holding
screws

for

reversion

Unfasten the three screws on the back, and detach the rear screw-guide unit.
3x fastening

Rear

screw

guide

Rotate the escaper plate by hand; and confirm that the opening of the disc escaper is pointing vertically downwards
when at the output position. When adjustment is necessary, adjust the stopper plates in front of the reversion unit as
below:

The

opening

shall

be

pointing down.

Stopper plates for the
disc escaper.
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10. Scraper /catching plate adjustment
- Left side of the Scraper plate shall maintain a 0.2mm
clearance from the other components.
- In cases where the scraper plate makes contact with
The outer body, please adjust accordingly.

Scraper plates
～0.2mm opening

Scraper screws
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Specifications:

(１) ROBOT SLIDE UNIT
Item
Movement axel
Range of movement
Cylinder travel speed
Return-position precision
Adjustment
Moving component
Compatible screw

External signal

Specification
Y-axis
20mm～25mm
Approx.0.3m/sec (Travel time ～0.1sec)
±0.1mm （to screw pickup location）
Fastening screw/bolts
Cylinder
Screw size:
M2～M5
Length:
<25mm
Length/max. diam
> 1.33
Max diameter
<φ9
Input x2
Output x3

(２) Screw Feeder
Item
Screw supply
Screw reversal
Vibration
Delivery speed
Power source
Air pressure
Gross Weight
Movement

Specification
DC Motor
Cylinder
Solenoid
5000mm/sec (depending on screw size, actual conditions）
AC100V
0.5～0.7MPa
Approx. ４kg

（３） Cycle time
Expec ted time frame between Sc re w requ est signal (from Robot) to fin ish signal sen t
⇒Less than 1 .5 sec (Assuming a 2-me ter-lon g screw-delivery run )
（Detail breakdown）
・Cylinder traveling time
0.2sec
・Screw feeding
0.5sec
・Robot retreat
0.2sec
・Cylinder retreat
0.2sec
・Wait time (ea.)
0.1sec
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Terms of Warranty:
For users within Japan, the product is covered by warranty of six months from the date of purchase.
If any misfunctions shall occur with oversea purchases, please contact your local dealer.
Solutions to the following situations may be implemented at a charge without regard to the warranty period.
-Defects caused by misuse.
-Defects caused by product modifications or unauthorized repairs.
-Defects caused by natural disasters or Acts of God.
-Defects caused by a factor external to the product.
-Cost of replacement of consumable parts (such as brush and scraper plate) and replacement parts
While above warranty is not applicable to overseas purchases, if malfunctioning is observed upon delivery,
return service or replacement machine shall be provided upon verification.

Repair parts associated with this product shall be available for a minimum of 5 years in case of
discontinuation.
Additional services are available upon request.
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